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Abstract 
This paper reports on site characterization for a set of accelerometric stations of the RAN (Italian 
accelerometric network) with specific attention to the shear wave velocity profile. The latter is 
indeed of primary importance for the usability of the accelerometric database. Surface wave 
analysis has been chosen as the primary investigation method since it offers the possibility of 
reaching the required accuracy with reasonable costs. A range of different techniques, both of the 
active-source and passive-source types, has been adopted to cope with the objectives of the 
characterization in relation to specific geological settings. Quality assessment of experimental data 
has been implemented to check the consistency of the measurements also with respect to the 
fundamental hypotheses of the method. Strategies to improve the reliability and robustness of the 
surface wave data inversion were exploited in order to mitigate problems arising from solution non-
uniqueness and influence of higher modes in the propagation. Comparisons with independent 
borehole tests, available at some specific sites, confirm the reliability of the results. 
Although the research program covered only a subset of the network, the obtained results show the 
importance of specific experimental investigations aimed at estimating the shear wave velocity 
profile. Indeed the results lead to a re-classification of several sites with respect to the preliminary 
classification based on local geology. Within this context, four selected case histories are reported 
in the present paper. 
 
1. Introduction 
The knowledge of the shear wave velocity profile at the site of the recording station is fundamental 
for the practical use of accelerograms both in applied seismology and engineering. Indeed site 
effects have a relevant influence on the seismic motion and the interpretation of earthquake data 
requires them to be taken into account carefully. For this reason, the importance of characterization 
for the sites of accelerometric networks is worldwide recognized. For example, all the stations of 
the Japanese network Kik-net are fully characterized: the shear wave velocity profiles and other 
relevant parameters are available for every user. Characterization of the station was then considered 
a pre-requisite for the scientific and technical use of the accelerometric database ITACA 
(http://itaca.mi.ingv.it). Considering that the number of stations with available shear wave velocity 
profile was very limited at the start of the research project, efforts for increasing the number of well 
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characterized stations were mandatory. The research activities on which this paper reports allowed 
more than 60 stations to be classified on the basis of measured S-wave velocity profiles. 
The obtained results are of great importance for any future use of recorded RAN data. Not only they 
are necessary when searching the data base for a ground motion with particular characteristic, but 
they form the basis for improving ground motion prediction equations for Italy (and consequently 
the hazard analysis). 
For the engineering community, the availability of shear wave velocity profiles for the RAN station 
is necessary when selecting recorded time histories for advanced seismic design procedures. the 
latter are receiving increasing attention for the design of structures and for the verification of slope 
stability. Meaningful results can be obtained only with a careful selection of the input motion, 
which requires a full characterization of the site of the recording station.  
Surface wave methods were chosen as the primary investigation technique because they provide an 
adequately detailed  VS  profile at an acceptable cost; higher accuracy methods such as cross-hole or 
down-hole measurements are more expensive and more time consuming, so that they were not 
suitable for an extensive use considering the available budget. Moreover the level of detail provided 
by boreholes method is often not strictly necessary for the seismic classification of a site.  
With respect to the evaluation of seismic site response, it is worth noting the affinity between the 
model used for the interpretation of surface wave tests and the model adopted for most site 
responses study. Indeed the application of equivalent linear elastic methods is often associated with 
layered models (e.g. the code SHAKE and the likes). This affinity is also particularly important in 
the light of equivalence problems, which arise because of non-uniqueness of the solution in inverse 
problems. Indeed profiles which are equivalent in terms of Rayleigh wave propagation are also 
equivalent in term of seismic amplification (Foti et al., 2009, Richwalski et al., 2007).  
Many seismic building codes introduce the weighted average of the shear wave velocity profile in 
the shallowest 30m as to discriminate classes of subsoils to which a similar site amplification effect 
can be associated. Within the Itaca Database, the so-called VS,30 is used to classify the subsoil 
according to the categories introduced by Eurocode 8 (CEN, 2004). The VS,30 can be evaluated very 
efficiently with surface wave methods also because its average nature does not require the high 
level of accuracy that can be obtained with seismic borehole methods (Comina et al., 2010).   
The main weakness of surface wave methods is related to the non-uniqueness of the solution, which 
is inherently associated to any inverse problem. This is often combined with the uncertainty of  
experimental data and with the need of complex processing techniques to extract the experimental 
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dispersion curve, especially in the case of passive tests. In order to mitigate such drawbacks several 
strategies have been adopted in the present study:  
- the use of global search algorithms, which are more robust because they mitigate problems 
related to local minima of the cost function and allow uncertainties associated to non-
uniqueness of the solution to be assessed; 
- the adoption of multimodal approaches, as taking into account higher modes besides the 
fundamental one increases investigation depth (Tokimatsu et al., 1992; Xia et al., 2006; 
Parolai et al., 2006; Maraschini et al., 2010), stabilizes the inversion process (Xu et al., 
2003), enhances the resolution in Vs of the inverted model (Parolai et al., 2005; Xia et al., 
2006), and generally increases the sensitivity on model parameters (Socco and Strobbia, 
2004) thus providing more accurate results (Maraschini et al., 2010); 
- joint inversion of dispersion curves and H/V curves, when the latter was available, to 
improve the reliability of the solution with additional constraints (Parolai et al., 2005; 
Picozzi et al., 2005b; Picozzi and Albarello, 2007). 
The selection of site of the RAN to be characterised by using surface wave based methods was 
driven by several criteria. First of all, attention was paid to stations that had recorded interesting 
events in the past and to recently installed digital stations. Moreover the choice was driven by the 
need to ensure a good coverage for the whole Italian territory, excluding areas with great abundance 
of data from previous studies. As far as specific criteria relevant to the adopted investigation 
techniques are concerned, on the basis of a preliminary analysis of the ITACA station 
monographies and with the help of Google Earth images, sites with complicated topography and 
without enough available space to carry out surface wave measurements were excluded. Finally 
preliminary field investigations were planned to verify the suitability of surface wave methods for 
the investigation of the specific site. 
Considering the target of each survey, different strategies were adopted. Sites with very shallow 
bedrock (as for example in Liguria and in the south-east of Sicily, where only thin rock alteration 
zone are present close to the ground surface) were investigated by means of active surface wave 
tests with multistation testing setup (MASW). Indeed they provide high resolution at shallow depth 
and limited penetration. At sites with very deep bedrock, as in the Po Plain, only passive methods 
with 2D arrays were adopted, because the resolution close to the ground surface was not a major 
concern. In intermediate situations, a combination of active and passive methods was chosen to 
ensure adequate investigation depth and good resolution at shallower layers. Moreover, selected 
rock sites were thoroughly investigated to assess the effects of faulting, jointing and weathering 
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with a combination of surface wave surveys and classical geomechanical approaches as reported in 
by Pileggi et al. (2010).  
A map of the investigated sites is shown in Figure 1, with an indication of the research unit working 
on the specific site. Sites were assigned to different research units of the basis of logistics and 
expertise on the specific technique to be adopted. The results for each site are reported within 
ITACA Database (http://itaca.mi.ingv.it). 
The paper is organised as a follows. Surface wave methods are based on the solution of an inverse 
problem aimed at identifying the shear wave velocity profile on the basis of experimental dispersion 
of surface waves at the site. Preliminarily a brief description of the methods to extract the 
experimental dispersion curve from active-source and passive-source data is presented. Then the 
global search algorithms for the inversion process are briefly outlined. Finally four case studies 
have been selected among all the investigated sites to illustrate the procedures and to discuss the 
results also in terms of site classification. 
2. Active methods 
Jones (1958) initially proposed site characterization using surface wave data at an engineering scale, 
but the large diffusion of the method started in the 1980s with the SASW (Spectral Analysis of 
Surface Wave) method based on a 2-station testing setup (Nazarian and Stokoe, 1984).  
In the MASW (Multistation Analysis of Surface Waves) method the motion generated by the source 
is detected simultaneously at several receiver locations in line with the source itself. The 
experimental data are typically transformed from the time-offset domain to different domains, 
where the dispersion curve is easily extracted from spectral maxima. For example, applying a 
double Fourier transform to field data, the dispersion curve can be identified as the maxima in the 
frequency-wavenumber panel (Gabriels et al., 1987). Other methods use different transforms 
obtaining similar results, e.g. the -p (frequency-slowness) panel obtained with the slant-slack 
transform (McMechan & Yedlin, 1981) or the MASW method (Park et al., 1999). The formal 
equivalence of these approaches can be proved considering the mathematical properties of the 
different transforms (Santamarina & Fratta, 1998) and there is practically no difference in the 
obtained dispersion curves (Foti, 2000). 
The number of receivers for engineering applications is typically small and reduced spatial 
sampling strongly affects the resolution in the wavenumber domain. It is then not possible to 
separate modal contributions and an apparent phase velocity is obtained when several modes play a 
role in the propagation (Tokimatsu, 1995; Foti et al., 2002). This situation is usual when strong 
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impedance contrasts are present in the soil profile or in inversely dispersive profiles, i.e. profiles in 
which soft layers underlie stiff layers (Foti, 2002).  
 
3.  Passive source methods 
3.1  ReMi 
The multi-station approach with receivers in-line can be applied to passive-source noise recordings. 
This technique, generally known as Refraction Microtremors (ReMi) was introduced by Louie 
(2001). Since the arrays are linear and do not record an on-line triggered source, some noise energy 
will arrive obliquely and appear on the slowness-frequency images as peaks at apparent velocities 
Va higher than the real in-line phase velocity v. Hence an interpreter cannot just pick the phase 
velocity of the largest spectral ratio at each frequency to get the dispersion curve, as in MASW 
analyses. An interpreter must try to pick the lower edge of the lowest-velocity but still reasonable 
peak ratio, with a subjective choice which requires a certain degrees of judgment. In the presence of 
an isotropic or weakly heterogeneous wave field, it can be demonstrated (Louie, 2001; Mulargia 
and Castellaro, 2008) that out-of-line wave fronts do not affect significantly the Rayleigh waves 
dispersion curve. However, this is not true when markedly directional effects exist. Cox and 
Beekman (2010) have shown the high uncertainty associated to array orientation and source 
position. 
Examples of application of the ReMi technique can be found in Stephenson et al. (2005) and 
Richwalski et al. (2007).  
3.2 2D arrays 
Seismic arrays were originally proposed at the beginning of the 1960s as a new type of 
seismological tool for the detection and identification of nuclear explosion (Frosch and Green, 
1966). Since then, seismic arrays have been applied at various scales for many geophysical 
purposes. At the seismological scale, they were used to obtain refined velocity models of the 
Earth‟s interior. A recent review on array applications in seismology can be found in Douglas 
(2002) and in Rost and Thomas (2002). At smaller scales seismic arrays have been used for the 
characterization of the shallow subsoil structure (i.e. the estimation of the local S-wave velocity 
profile). Especially in the last decades, due to the focus of seismologists and engineers on 
estimating the amplification of earthquake ground motion as a function of local geology, and the 
improvements in the quality and computing power of instrumentation, interest in analyzing seismic 
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noise recorded by arrays (e.g. Horike, 1985; Hough et al., 1992; Ohori et al., 2002; Okada, 2003) 
has grown. The phase velocity of the surface waves can be extracted from noise recordings by using 
different methods. 
 
3.2.1 f-k based methods 
An analysis in the frequency-wavenumber domain allows the identification of the direction of 
propagation of wave components together with the associated phase velocity (Horike, 1985). The 
two most frequently used methods for f-k (frequency-wavenumber) analysis are: the Beam-Forming 
Method (BFM) (Lacoss et al., 1969) and the Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) or high 
resolution frequency-wavenumber algorithm (Capon, 1969). 
As a general criterion, the error in the velocity analysis due to the presence of spurious peaks in the 
f-k spectra may be reduced using distributions of sensors for which the array response approaches a 
two-dimensional -function. For that reason, it is considered a good practice to undertake a 
preliminary evaluation of the array response when the survey is planned. Irregular configurations of 
even only a few sensors should be preferred, because they allow one to obtain a good compromise 
between a large aperture, which is necessary for sharp main peaks in the EPb and EPm, and small 
inter-sensor distances, which are needed for large aliasing periods (Kind et al., 2005). 
3.2.2 SPAC and ESAC  
Aki (1957,1965) showed that phase velocities in sedimentary layers can be determined using a 
statistical analysis of ambient noise. He assumed that noise represents the sum of waves 
propagating without attenuation in a horizontal plane in different directions with different powers, 
but with the same phase velocity for a given frequency. He also assumed that waves with different 
propagation directions and different frequencies are statistically independent. Then, a spatial 
correlation function can be defined.  
By fitting the azimuthally averaged spatial correlation function obtained from measured data to the 
Bessel function, the phase velocity can be calculated. A fixed value of interstation distance is used 
in the spatial autocorrelation method (SPAC). However, Okada (2003) and Ohori et al. (2002) 
showed that, since phase velocityis a function of frequency better results are achieved by fitting 
the spatial-correlation function at each frequency to a Bessel function, which depends on the inter-
station distances (extended spatial autocorrelation, ESAC). An application of the modified SPAC 
method at regional scale is reported by Betting et al. (2001). 
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The threshold frequency, above which phase differences cannot be resolved, depends on the 
maximum inter-station distance and the S-wave velocity structure below the site (Zhang et al., 
2004).  
 
3.3 Seismic Noise Horizontal-to-Vertical spectral ratio NHV 
In 1989 Nakamura (Nakamura, 1989) revised the Horizontal-to-Vertical (H/V) spectral ratio of 
seismic noise technique, first proposed by Nogoshi and Igarashi (1970, 1971).  Since then, in the 
field of site effect estimation, a large number of studies using this low cost, fast and therefore, 
attractive, technique have been published (e.g. Lermo and Chavez-Garcia, 1994; Bard, 1998; 
Parolai et al., 2001). Most of the researchers focused their attention on the comparison of noise H/V 
spectral ratio and earthquake site response and agreed that the H/V spectral ratio of seismic noise 
provides a fair estimate of the fundamental resonance frequency of a site. However, attempts to 
provide standards for the analysis of seismic noise have only recently been carried out (Bard, 1998; 
SESAME, 2003; Picozzi et al., 2005a). 
 
4. Inversion methods  
In surface wave methods, the shear wave profile is obtained with the solution of the inverse 
problem based on the experimental dispersion curve. For the sites where both high-quality Rayleigh 
wave dispersion and H/V ratio curves are available a joint inversion scheme, as the one proposed by 
Parolai et al. (2005), can be used to improve the reliability of the solution and to achieve a larger 
penetration.  
 
4.1 The Forward modelling 
The basic element of the inversion procedure is the availability of a fast and reliable tool for solving 
the forward problem. Theoretical modelling suggests that the dispersion curves of Rayleigh waves 
and the H/V spectral ratio mainly depend on the S-wave velocity structure, with a limited influence 
of the density and P-wave velocity structure.  
Several procedures exist to compute expected surface waves amplitudes and propagation velocity 
(both for the fundamental and higher modes) in the case of a flat weakly or strongly dissipative 
layered Earth (e.g., Buchen & Ben-Hador 1996; Lai and Rix, 2002). In general, modal 
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characteristics of surface waves are provided in implicit form (zeroes of the normal equation) and 
this implies that numerical aspects play a major (see e.g., Lai and Wilmanski, 2005). Thus, the 
effectiveness of available numerical protocols (e.g., Herrmann, 1987) mainly relies on their 
capability in reducing numerical instabilities (mode jumping, etc.).  
In order to simplify the problem, the dominance of fundamental propagation mode is commonly 
assumed. However, several studies  (e.g. Tokimatsu et al., 1992; Foti, 2002; Zhang and Chan, 2003, 
Parolai et al., 2006) showed that for sites with S-wave velocities varying irregularly with depth (low 
velocity layers embedded between high velocity ones) a higher mode or even multiple modes 
dominate certain frequency ranges. This results in an inversely dispersive trend in these frequency 
ranges. Therefore, due to the contribution of higher modes of Rayleigh waves, the obtained phase 
velocity has to be considered an apparent one. Moreover, other studies (Karray and Lefebvre, 2000) 
showed that even at sites with S-wave velocity increasing with depth, the fundamental mode does 
not dominate always. Tokimatsu et al. (1992) formulated the apparent phase velocity derived from 
noise-array data as the superposition of multiple-mode Rayleigh waves. Ohori et al. (2002) adopted 
this formulation making use of the method of Hisada (1994) for calculating the dispersion curves. 
Assuming that source and receivers are located only at the surface, Tokimatsu et al. (1992) 
proposed that the apparent phase velocity is related to the multiple-mode Rayleigh waves through: 
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where csi(f) is the apparent phase velocity, cm(f) and Am(f) are the phase velocities of the mth mode 
Rayleigh wave and the corresponding medium response (Harkrider, 1964). Am(f) is related to the 
power spectrum density function of the mth mode, M is the maximum order of mode for each 
frequency, and r is the shortest distance between sensors. Parolai et al. (2006) confirmed  that in the 
case of subsoil profiles with low velocity layers leading to apparent dispersion curves, the inversion 
carried out only considering fundamental modes yield to artifacts in the estimated S-wave velocity 
profiles. 
 
4.2 Inversion procedures 
In the present work global search methods were chosen for the solution of the inverse problem 
because, despite being time consuming, they are definitely more robust when compared to line 
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search methods; indeed non-linear inversions do not rely upon an explicit starting model and 
mitigate the risk of falling into local minima of the misfit function. Moreover, they allow 
implications of solution non-uniqueness to be assessed, as they are able to retrieve a set of final 
models fitting the experimental data with the same confidence level. In the following the adopted 
inversion methods are briefly presented. 
 
4.2.1 MonteCarlo Method 
In Monte Carlo (MC) procedures (Tarantola, 2005)  the space of model parameters is randomly 
explored and the numerical dispersion curves associated to each of several possible shear wave 
velocity profiles is compared to the experimental dispersion curve. It is necessary to explore a 
sufficiently large number of profiles for an adequate sampling of the model parameters space. The 
MonteCarlo procedure adopted in the present paper uses a misfit function based on the determinant 
of the Haskell-Thomson matrix rather than the classical misfit function given by the distance 
between the calculated and the experimental dispersion curve (Maraschini et al., 2010). This 
approach avoids the need for the time consuming zero-search procedure required for the solution of 
the forward problem while retaining the possibility of accounting for fundamental and higher 
modes. The inversion code is described by Maraschini and Foti (2010). 
 
4.2.2 Modified Genetic Algorithm  
An initial population of a limited number of individuals (e.g. 30) is generated and genetic 
operations are applied in order to generate a new population with the same size. This new 
population is reproduced based on a fitness function for each individual. In this study, the fitness 
function was defined as the root mean square (RMS) of the differences between the observed and 
the theoretical phase velocities. In addition to the crossover and mutation operation, two more 
genetic operations were used to increase convergence, namely elite selection and dynamic mutation. 
Elite selection assures that the best model appears in the next generation, replacing the worst model 
in the current one. To avoid a premature convergence of the solution into a local minimum, the 
dynamic mutation operation was used to increase the variety in the population. The genetic 
algorithm proposed by Yamanaka and Ishida (1996) was used in the present work for a joint 
inversion of surface wave dispersion curve and H/V spectral ratio (Parolai et al., 2005). 
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4.2.3 Neighbourhood Algorithm  
Neighbourhood Algorithm (Sambridge, 1999) is a directed-search method for nonlinear inversion 
making use of Voronoi cells to investigate the multidimensional model space and to generate 
iteratively new random models inside the most promising cells. The tuning parameters are ni, ns and 
nr. A misfit function is first computed for the initial set of ni models. Within the nr cells with the 
lowest misfit a total of ns new models are added (ns/nr samples generated per cell). The last two 
steps are repeated N times resulting in a total of ni + N*ns models. The inversion is stopped when 
the plateau-branch of the misfit trend is reached. In the inversion scheme it is possible to take into 
account the contribution of both fundamental and higher modes of Rayleigh waves. In the present 
work, the algorithm implemented by Wathelet (2008) has been used. 
 
5. Case studies 
5.1 Noto 
Noto RAN station (station code: NTE) was preliminarly classified as rock outcrop on the basis of 
geological information. Indeed a very limited zone of rock alteration and vegetation soil was 
expected above the calctufa bedrock. NTE site is located on the Hyblean Plateau in Sicily, within an 
area whose subsoil is marked by the presence of the Hyblean Foreland carbonate sequence.  
As a shallow bedrock is expected, only an active-source survey was performed. The acquisition 
geometry was influenced by the limited size of available area for testing, indeed considering the 
geology, it was necessary to collect the measurements as close as possible to the location of the 
accelerometric station. A 24-receiver array was arranged with a spacing between geophones of 0.8 
m; such a limited array aperture was deemed to be sufficient considering that a shallow seismic 
bedrock was expected at the site.  
The experimental data were processed with f-k analysis. Figure 2 reports an example of f-k 
spectrum. Automatic picking of absolute and relative maxima has been adopted for getting phase 
velocities. The retrieved experimental dispersion curve is shown in Figure 3; it is composed of a 
main branch and two small branches with higher velocities: note that the main branch shows a steep 
velocity increase in the low frequency range probably due to a jump on the first higher mode in that 
range. This jump is likely associated to the strong velocity contrast between the bedrock and the 
shallower layers. All branches were used for the inversion.  
The experimental dispersion curve was inverted with the Monte Carlo approach proposed by 
Maraschini and Foti (2010). The inversion code used for the inversion does not need an a-priori 
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assignment of mode number to the dispersion curve branch, avoiding arbitrary choices. The best 
profiles are represented in Figure 4 together with the boundaries of the model parameter space in 
which the population of profiles was generated. Best fitting profiles are characterized by a 2 m 
weathering layer with a shear wave velocity of about 230 m/s: then velocity increases progressively 
with depth until a 900 m/s seismic bedrock is met at about 8 m depth. From a geological point of 
view, the two shallower layer could be associated to weathering layers overlying two more layers of 
calctufa less and less altered as depth increases. The seismic bedrock at about 8 m depth is likely 
the unaltered calctufa.   
Figure 5 reports the fairly good fitting between the experimental curve and the misfit surface of the 
best fitting model: note that the experimental points fall in the minima of the determinant surface 
(reported in blue), and the low frequency part of the experimental dispersion curve is apparently 
influenced by the first higher mode, probably due to the impedance contrast between topsoil and 
calctufa bedrock.  
According to the best profile shown in blue in Figure 4, Noto NTE site is characterized by a VS,30 of 
658 m/s, hence it can be classified as B according to EC8 categories, whereas the preliminary 
geology-based classification ascribed the site to class A. This discrepancy is particularly important 
since accelerograms recorded on class A sites are often adopted as reference ground motion for site 
amplification studies and engineering numerical simulations. 
5.1 Catania 
Catania Piana RAN station (station code: CAT) lies on the alluvial plain of Catania, approximately 
3.5 km from the sea. Catania Plain is made up of alluvial deposits with a substantial percentage of 
clay decreasing with depth with a progressive substitution by sand; moreover, many gravel or sand 
lenses are present. No shallow bedrock is expected for CAT site, but a sequence of soft layers made 
up of alluvial deposits with a S-wave velocity increasing with depth. Both passive and active 
surface wave tests were performed in order to increase the investigation depth. 
Acquisition geometry is shown in Figure 6. 48 receivers (4.5Hz geophones) were used for active 
tests, with a spacing of 1.5 m, so that the total length of the array was 70.5 m. 16 receivers (2Hz 
geophones) were used for passive tests: one three components geophone was placed at the centre of 
the array and three others were disposed along a circle whose radius is 9 m; 12 vertical geophones 
were placed along the outer circle whose radius is 25 m.  
Both active and passive data were processed in f-k domain, using the code implemented by Zywicki 
(1999).  Figure 7 shows the obtained experimental dispersion curve, with a distinction between 
points from active and passive measurements. The two datasets are overlapping for the apparent 
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fundamental mode at 3-4 Hz, showing a good consistency. Dispersion curve branches from passive 
and active measurements were then merged into a single set of dispersion curves to be inverted.  
The apparent dispersion curve is characterized by the presence of four propagation modes: all of 
them show a steep velocity increase in the low frequency range. It should also be noticed that the 
low frequency part of the dispersion curve has been retrieved by processing passive data which 
allow a greater investigation depth. 
Data were inverted using the MonteCarlo approach proposed by Maraschini and Foti (2010). The 
best fitting profiles are plotted in Figure 8a, with a colourscale depending on the relative misfit, 
from yellow to blue (best fitting profile). In Figure 8b the best fitting profile is compared with the 
results of a Seismic Dilatometer (SDMT) test and of a Down-Hole (DH) test independently 
performed in the nearby. The surface wave method results are in fairly good agreement with the 
SDMT and DH tests profiles, particularly at shallow depth. The SDMT test was actually performed 
a few kilometers away even if in the same depositional environmental. The different location can 
justify the different shear wave velocities observed at depth in Figure 9b.  
A VS,30 equal to 160 m/s was estimated for Catania Piana. The site can thus be classified as D site 
according to EC8 categories (CEN, 2003). Note that  prior to SW measurements CAT site was 
classified as a B site according to preliminary geology-based classifications.  
     
5.3 Cattolica  
 
The Cattolica station of the RAN seismic network (station code: CTL) is placed at the south-
western outskirts of the city of Cattolica (Italy), within the alluvial basin – here reaching a depth of 
several hundred meters – made by the Po river. The array measurements could not be carried out 
nearby the accelerometric station because of limited available space. However, considering the 
geological characteristics of the area, the shear wave velocities structure is not expected to change 
significantly in over short distances. Measurements were then carried out in a soccer field about 
250m far from the seismic station. 
The seismic array was composed of 17 stations (Figure 9). The intra-station distances in the array 
ranged between 5.4 m to 115 meters. Every station is made up of a EDL 24 bit acquisition system 
equipped with a short-period Mark-L4-C-3D 1Hz sensor and GPS timing.  
The stations worked contemporarily for 2 hours, recording noise at 200 s.p.s., which is adequate for 
the short inter-station distance considered. However, due to malfunctioning, only the data of 14 
stations (grey dots in the Figure 9) could be used for the processing.  
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The first step in the analysis of the acquired passive data consisted in a in-depth quality control of 
the data, in order to identify malfunctioning station or channels and to exclude time windows 
affected by local disturbance. The quality control was performed by visually inspecting the 
recordings at all stations, analysing the signal stationarity in  time domain,  the relevant unfiltered 
Fourier spectra  and the H/V variation over time.  
For each of the 14 operative stations, 44 synchronized signal windows of 60 seconds were then 
selected. These windows were used to estimate the experimental Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves 
(using the vertical component of ground motion only) by both f-k and ESAC analysis. 
The ESAC Rayleigh-wave dispersion curve was obtained by minimizing the root mean square 
(RMS) of the differences between the experimental and the theoretical Bessel function (Figure 10). 
Values differing more than twice the standard deviation from those estimated for the best fitting 
functions (red circles in Figure 10) are automatically discarded and the procedure is iteratively 
repeated. Furthermore, data are also discarded when their relevant wavelength is shorter than the 
minimum inter-station distance.  
The f-k analysis allows to verify whether the assumptions on the noise source distribution required 
for the application of the ESAC method are fulfilled or not. Indeed in the ESAC method the noise is 
assumed to represent the sum of waves propagating without attenuation in a horizontal plane in 
different directions with different powers, but with the same phase velocity for a given frequency; 
besides, waves with different propagation directions and different frequencies are assumed to be 
statistically independent. Figure 11 shows examples of the results of the frequency-wavenumber 
analysis (Maximum Likelihood Method) for several frequencies. Apparently the noise is the sum of 
waves propagating in different directions with different powers but with the same phase velocity for 
a given frequency, as in Figure 11 plots maxima are aligned along the same circle. This is a 
prerequisite for the adoption of ESAC method, for which a homogeneous distribution of sources in 
space is postulated. 
Figure 12 shows the Rayleigh wave dispersion curves estimated by means of ESAC and f-k 
approaches (Maximum Likelihood method and Beam-Forming method). The three experimental 
dispersion curves show a very good agreement for frequencies greater than 3 Hz: below this 
threshold, however, f-k methods provide higher velocity values . This difference at low frequencies 
confirms the results of previous studies (Parolai et al., 2006). Okada (2003) called this behaviour „f-
k degeneration effect‟ and concluded that f-k methods are able to use wavelengths up two to three 
times the largest interstation distance, whereas with ESAC method one may investigate 
wavelengths up to 10 to 20 times the largest interstation distance. ESAC is therefore more reliable 
than f-k analysis in the low-frequency range.   
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An average H/V for each station was eventually obtained by averaging the H/V computed for each 
signal window. After checking their similarity, the average H/V curves for each station were 
averaged to obtain a single H/V spectral ratio representative for the whole array. This average H/V 
was then used as input in the joint inversion procedure for the estimation of the S-wave velocity 
profile.  
Following the inversion scheme proposed by Parolai et al. (2005) the inversion of dispersion and 
H/V curves to estimate the S-wave velocity profile was carried out fixing to 7 the number of layers 
overlying the half-space in the model. By means of a genetic algorithm a search over 80000 models 
was carried out; the agreement between the theoretical H/V and Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves 
with the observed ones was evaluated by means of the cost function proposed Herrmann et al. 
(1999). The inversion was repeated several times starting from different seed numbers, i.e. from a 
different population of initial models. It was then possible to extensively explore the solutions 
space. Note that the inversion process is multimodal for both Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves and 
H/V curves. 
During the inversion procedure the thickness and the shear wave velocity for each layer could be 
varied within the pre-defined ranges. On the contrary, for each layer, density was assigned a priori, 
while P-wave velocity (VP) was calculated through the values of the S-wave velocity Vs via the 
equation: 
1290  V1.1  [m/s] V SP  , proposed and validated for deep soil deposits by Kitsunezaki 
et al. (1990).  
In Figure 13a all the tested models during the inversion are depicted (gray lines). The best fitting 
model (white line) and the models lying inside the 10% range of the minimum cost function (black 
lines) are highlighted. Considering the wavelengths related to the dispersion curve frequency range, 
the VS profile between 5 to about 100 metres is likely to be well constrained. Therefore, since 
below this depth the profile is constrained by the H/V curve alone, we decided to show, in Figure 
13a, the VS profile up to the depth where both curves contribute to the inversion. Note that the 
agreement between experimental and theoretical curve is good for both the Rayleigh wave 
dispersion curve and the H/V curve (Figure 13c-d): the greater reliability at low frequencies of 
ESAC method when compared to f-k approaches is then confirmed. 
Figure 14 shows the geologic map of the study area, and the location of sites were Cross-Hole and 
Down-Hole tests results are available. Amongst all measurements nearby CTL station, only a 
Down-Hole test, evidenced in red, was performed in the same geologic formation (in Italian 
“Argille Azzurre”; its litotechnic description is clay, silty-clay, and marly-clay). Figure 15 shows 
that the VS profiles estimated at CTL and at the Down-Hole site are in a very good agreement 
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although the distance between the two sites is about 10 km. The inversion performed in this study 
furnish a VS,30 of 208 m/s, i.e., following the EC8 recommendations, CTL site is classified as „C‟.   
 
 
5.4 Rieti  
The Rieti RAN station (station code: RTI) is located in the Rieti alluvial basin, a typical 
intermountain Apennines basin crossed by the Velino River flowing northbound. The area presents 
a very flat morphology due to the presence of lacustrine Holocene deposits related to an old lake 
drained starting from 271 A.D., through the opening of an artificial channel in the NW side of the 
area in correspondence of the Marmore falls. The basin is surrounded by mountain ranges 
consisting of outcropping rocks, mainly of Eocene time. Limestone is also outcropping in small 
hills aligned in the western sector of the basin (Colle San Balduino, Montisola). In the South-
Western part of the basin an extended plate of Pleistocene Travertine deposits can be found. This 
unit can reach the thickness of few tens of meters and represents the outcropping formation in the 
South-Eastern part of the basin, including the historical centre of Rieti, the main town of the area.  
The area where the RAN station is installed is too narrow to perform array measurements.  
Consequently 1D and 2D arrays were deployed in an open field about 150 m far from the RAN 
station. The 1D array was composed by 72 GEOSPACE vertical geophones with a natural 
frequency of 4.5 Hz and connected to three multi-station dataloggers (GEODE by Geometrics). A 
spacing of 2 meters was chosen for a total length of 142 meters.  The array was energized by 
minigun shots with offset of 40, 20 and 0 meters at both sides of the deployment. An extra shot 
point was chosen at the centre of the array. 
Using the same array configuration 10 seismic noise windows 30 second long were recorded for 
passive data acquisitions. Some extra windows were also recorded while a van was moving near the 
eastern edge of the deployment.  
The 2D array was made up of 12 standalone seismic instruments based on Reftek 130 (24 bits) data 
loggers connected to three-components seismological sensors (Le3D-5s with eigen-frequency of 0.2 
Hz). Absolute timing was obtained by GPS clock connected at each station, while the exact position 
of measuring points was derived by a GPS differential kinematic survey. The array maximum 
aperture was of about 235 meters. Figure 16 shows the geometry of the arrays and the location of 
shots.  
The 2D array stations were first used to evaluate microtremor spectral ratios by means  of HVNSR 
technique. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 17 that highlights a clear amplification 
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peak in the 0.7 - 0.8 Hz  frequency range.  The stability of this peak supports the hypothesis of a 1D 
behaviour of the site, which is required for surface wave analysis.   
In order to obtain a  dispersion curve for RTI site we first processed the data from 1D array with 
Optim ReMi (Louie, 2001) software. Examples of the analysis performed with the Optim software 
for active sources are presented in Figure 18.  The dispersion curve clearly consists of two branches, 
probably related to the fundamental Rayleigh waves mode and to a higher mode. The width of the 
maxima region obviously implies large uncertainties for the experimental dispersion curve. 
To better explore the low frequency range we analyzed passive 1D data as shown in Figure 19. In 
this case the picking is performed on the lower envelope of maxima regions to take into account the 
presence of wavefronts crossing the array with some angle, i.e. with apparent velocity higher than 
the actual one according to Louie (2001). 
In order to improve the accuracy in the low frequency range, we applied Beam Forming Method, 
Maximum Likelihood Method and MSPAC technique to the 2D passive array data, using Geopsy 
software (www.geopsy.org) and an INGV software. According to the geometry of the 2D array, the 
resolution can be considered good in the 1.5 - 3.5 Hz frequency range as shown by the comparison 
of the frquency-slowness spectrum with the theoretical array transfer function shown in Figure 20.  
Results from active-source and passive-source tests are reported in Figure 21. The overlap of the 
different branches of the dispersion curve is good when comparing active-source and passive-source 
2D arrays. ReMi (passive-source 1D array) provides a slightly underestimated phase velocity, likely 
due to to the need for an arbitrary manual picking. 
The dispersion curves shown in Figure 21 were inverted using the Neighbourhood Algorithm 
implemented by Wathelet (2008).  Both fundamental and higher Rayleigh wave modes were used 
for the inversion. A further constraint for the inversion was introduced the right branch of the mean 
H/V curve (Hobiger et al., 2010) for the ellipticity function. The results of the joint inversion of 
dispersion curves (interpreted as fundamental and second higher mode of Rayleigh waves) and 
ellipticity curve are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23 showing both Vp and Vs profiles. The colour 
of inverted models is proportional to their misfit value (computed as least-squares estimation 
between theoretical and experimental dispersion). These results show a low velocity layer (Vs < 
200 m/s)  about 60 meters thick overlying a layer with velocity of about 500 m/s. The bedrock is 
mainly constrained by the H/V curve and it is found at a depth greater than 150 meters. 
The agreement between experimental and modelled data (Figure 22)  is quite good probably due 
also to the site conditions. Indeed the 1D hypothesis is completely fulfilled at this site as shown by 
H/V spectral ratios (Figure 17) and the soil characteristics allow a good coupling of the active 
source with the ground and a good transmission of seismic signals. The inversion provides VS,30 of 
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170 m/s according to a EC8 soil class D, compared to the soil class B preliminary assigned on the 
basis of local geology. 
 
6. Conclusions 
Surface wave methods have been selected as the primary method for the characterization of the sites 
of the accelerometric stations of the Italian national network (RAN). This choice was driven by the 
necessity of pursuing a compromise between accuracy and resolution vs available budget. Both 
active-source and passive-source have been used either individually or jointly where feasible. The 
need for an adeguate extension of available free surface poses some limitation on the application of 
the technique especially in urbanised areas. The selection of the specific technique is then to be 
pursued also in the light of local geology that makes it more or less reasonable the use of relatively 
distant test locations. 
The selection of the preferred technique is then associated also to the specific target on the basis of 
local geology. When a shallow seismic bedrock is expected, the need for high resolution close to the 
ground surface lead to choice of active-source methods, whereas for thick sedimentary deposits 
passive-source methods provide the necessary penetration at depth. 
The shear wave velocity profile obtained with surface wave methods is a pre-requisite for the 
seismic classification of the site. In the actual version of the ITACA Database, the classification is 
mainly based on the Eurocode 8 categories associated to the VS,30 at the site, although this 
classification is for several aspects criticisable. The experimental results lead in several site to a 
different classification with respect to the one preliminarly assigned on the basis of local geology. 
In particular the overall tendency was for the geology-based classification to be optimistic leading 
to a subsoil class higher than the one evaluated on the basis of experimental data. This aspect is 
crucial with respect to the practical use of any accelerometric database and show the necessity for a 
detailed and accurate characterization campaign for any single station of the network, as achieved in 
Japan for the Kick-net Network.  
The availability of a full shear wave velocity profile for the station is moreover important for 
detailed assessments of the local site response and for the evaluation of other lumped parameters 
other than the blamed VS,30. In this respect the characterization of the stations is an important pre-
requisite for studies aimed at defining a more consistent and robust seismic classification scheme 
than the ones currently adopted by seismic building codes.  
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Figure 1 – Map of the investigated sites. Symbols refer to different Research Units (see legend). 
 
Figure 2 –  NTE site: Experimental f-k spectrum. 
 
Figure 3 –  NTE site: Experimental dispersion curve. 
 
Figure 4 – NTE site: Best fitting S-wave profiles; the profiles are reported in color scale ranging 
from light yellow to blue, according to the correspondent fitting on the experimental dispersion 
curve. The green lines represent the boundaries for the generation of the population in the 
MonteCarlo procedure. 
 
Figure 5 – NTE site: Experimental dispersion curve compared with the misfit surface of the best 
fitting model 
 
Figure 6 – CAT site: Catania piana acquisition geometry 
 
Figure 7 – CAT site:  Experimental dispersion curves. 
 
Figure 8 - CAT site: a) Monte Carlo results (from yellow to blue) of the inversion with the 
boundaries (green). b) Best fitting profiles compared with the SDMT and DH tests results provided 
by Università di Catania. 
 
Figure 9 - CTL site: Geometry of the array. Stations which had problems are reported in red. 
 
Figure 10 - CTL site: Experimental space-correlation function values (circles) for different 
frequencies. The red circles indicate discarded  values. The black lines depict the estimated space-
correlation function values for the phase velocity showing the best fit to the data. The bottom panels 
show the relevant root-mean square errors (RMS) versus phase velocity tested. 
 
Figure 11 - CTL site: f-k power density function at different frequencies. The red circles show the 
points with the same k value, corresponding to the maximum used to estimate the phase velocity. 
 
Figure 12 - CTL site: Comparison between experimental dispersion curves estimated by the ESAC 
method and by the f-k methods (Beam Forming and Maximum Likelihood Method). Red circles 
represent the values used for the joint inversion. The intervals (black lines) around the observed 
ESAC phase velocities are obtained by calculating the square root of the error function covariance. 
 
Figure 13 - CTL site: Shear wave velocity model at the CTL station (a) and its fit with the 
dispersion (c) and H/V ratio curves (d). Fig. a: Tested models (grey lines), the minimum cost model 
(white line), and models lying inside the minimum cost + 10% range (black lines). Fig. c-d: 
experimental (grey circles) and empirical – relevant to the minimum cost model – (white circles) 
values. 
 
Figure 14 - CTL site: geologic map of the study area. The location of sites were Down- and Cross-
Hole tests are available is indicated. The red circle highlights the location of the Down-Hole test 
performed in the same geologic formation existing below the accelerometric station. 
 
Figure 15 - CTL site: Comparison between the Vs profile derived from the Down-Hole test data 
analysis and by the joint inversion of dispersion and H/V curves 
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Figure 16 - RTI site: Geometry for 1D (red line) and 2D (red dots) arrays. Minigun position is 
marked by blue dots. The yellow marker indicates the R.A.N. (RTI) station. 
 
Figure 17 – RTI site: HVNSR spectral ratio for the stations of the 2D array. 
 
Figure 18 - RTI site: Frequency – slowness plane and dispersion curve (black squares) obtained 
with manual picking: a) active minigun source (40 meter offset from the 1D array); b) moving 
vehicle source (offset 50 meters for the 1D array). 
 
Figure 19 - RTI site: Frequency – slowness plane and dispersion curve (black squares) picking for 
passive source (offset 40 meters). 
 
Figure 20 – RTI site: Conventional (Beam Forming Method) and high resolution (Maximum 
Likelihood Method) 2D analysis on passive data. The black curves (solid and dashed)  show the 
aliasing curves as defined in Wathelet et al. (2008) computing the theoretical array transfer function 
for the geometry of the 2D array deployed at this site. 
 
Figure 21 - RTI site: Experimental dispersion curve for all the performed measurements. 
 
Figure 22 - RTI site: Comparison between experimental and modelled dispersion curves and 
Rayleigh waves ellipticity function. The colour of inverted models is proportional to their misfit 
value (where misfit is computed as least-squares estimation between theoretical and actual 
dispersion). 
 
Figure 23- RTI site: Vp and Vs best fit models from the dispersion curve inversion. 
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Figure 1 – Map of the investigated sites. Symbols refer to different Research Units (see legend). 
 
 
 
Figure 2 –  NTE site: Experimental f-k spectrum. 
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Figure 3 –  NTE site: Experimental dispersion curve. 
 
 
 
Figure 4 – NTE site: Best fitting S-wave profiles; the profiles are reported in color scale ranging from light yellow to 
blue, according to the correspondent fitting on the experimental dispersion curve. The green lines represent the 
boundaries for the generation of the population in the MonteCarlo procedure. 
 
 
 
Figure 5 – NTE site: Experimental dispersion curve compared with the misfit surface of the best fitting model 
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Figure 6 – CAT site: Catania piana acquisition geometry 
 
 
 
Figure 7 – CAT site:  Experimental dispersion curves. 
 
 
Figure 8 - CAT site: a) Monte Carlo results (from yellow to blue) of the inversion with the boundaries (green). b) Best 
fitting profiles compared with the SDMT and DH tests results provided by Università di Catania. 
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Figure 9 - CTL site: Geometry of the array. Stations which had problems are reported in red. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 - CTL site: Experimental space-correlation function values (circles) for different frequencies. The red circles 
indicate discarded  values. The black lines depict the estimated space-correlation function values for the phase velocity 
showing the best fit to the data. The bottom panels show the relevant root-mean square errors (RMS) versus phase 
velocity tested. 
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Figure 11 - CTL site: f-k power density function at different frequencies. The red circles show the points with the same 
k value, corresponding to the maximum used to estimate the phase velocity. 
 
 
Figure 12 - CTL site: Comparison between experimental dispersion curves estimated by the ESAC method and by the f-
k methods (Beam Forming and Maximum Likelihood Method). Red circles represent the values used for the joint 
inversion. The intervals (black lines) around the observed ESAC phase velocities are obtained by calculating the square 
root of the error function covariance. 
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Figure 13 - CTL site: Shear wave velocity model at the CTL station (a) and its fit with the dispersion (c) and H/V ratio 
curves (d). Fig. a: Tested models (grey lines), the minimum cost model (white line), and models lying inside the 
minimum cost + 10% range (black lines). Fig. c-d: experimental (grey circles) and empirical – relevant to the minimum 
cost model – (white circles) values. 
 
 
 
Figure 14 - CTL site: geologic map of the study area. The location of sites were Down- and Cross-Hole tests are 
available is indicated. The red circle highlights the location of the Down-Hole test performed in the same geologic 
formation existing below the accelerometric station. 
 
a) 
d) 
c) 
b) 
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Figure 15 - CTL site: Comparison between the Vs profile derived from the Down-Hole test data analysis and by the 
joint inversion of dispersion and H/V curves 
 
 
 
Figure 16 - RTI site: Geometry for 1D (red line) and 2D (red dots) arrays. Minigun position is marked by blue dots. The 
yellow marker indicates the R.A.N. (RTI) station. 
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Figure 17 – RTI site: HVNSR spectral ratio for the stations of the 2D array. 
 
 
Figure 18 - RTI site: Frequency – slowness plane and dispersion curve (black squares) obtained with manual picking: a) 
active minigun source (40 meter offset from the 1D array); b) moving vehicle source (offset 50 meters for the 1D array). 
 
 
Figure 19 - RTI site: Frequency – slowness plane and dispersion curve (black squares) picking for passive source (offset 
40 meters). 
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 Figure 20 – RTI site: Conventional (Beam Forming Method) and high resolution (Maximum Likelihood Method) 2D 
analysis on passive data. The black curves (solid and dashed)  show the aliasing curves as defined in Wathelet et al. 
(2008) computing the theoretical array transfer function for the geometry of the 2D array deployed at this site. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21 - RTI site: Experimental dispersion curve for all the performed measurements. 
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Figure 22 - RTI site: Comparison between experimental and modelled dispersion curves and Rayleigh waves ellipticity 
function. The colour of inverted models is proportional to their misfit value (where misfit is computed as least-squares 
estimation between theoretical and actual dispersion). 
 
 
 
Figure 23- RTI site: Vp and Vs best fit models from the dispersion curve inversion. 
 
